PRACTICAL
CONTEMPORARY
KITCHEN DESIGN

Vestal Solutions has achieved this balance with

PRACTICAL

simple contemporary kitchen designs by planning the

CONTEMPORARY

like the benchtop, cabinets, splashback etc.

KITCHEN DESIGN

layout carefully and ensuring the crucial components

Visit our kitchen showroom in Melbourne. You can also
book an appointment with our kitchen design experts to
plan your kitchen renovation requirement. Vestal solutions is on 472 Whitehorse Road, Mitcham, VIC 3132.

Let us know how we can help you. For more information
Call Us on 0388380437 / Email Us at info@vestalsolutions.com.au.

KITCHEN IDEAS SPLASHBACK
The glass splashback almost seamlessly blends in

Create a designer glass splashback for your kitch-

with the benchtop and adds to the distinguished

en. Get unique heat resistant, toughened modern

chic look of the kitchen while adding light to the

kitchen splashback to get a beautiful, contempo-

room, creating dimension. The designers at

rary and easy to clean kitchen. Visit our kitchen

Vestal Solutions provide kitchen design ideas

showroom Melbourne today!

based on the latest industry trends.

KITCHEN IDEAS- DOORS, PANELS AND CABINETS
A leather matt finish by Polytec is used for the

Visit our kitchen showroom Melbourne for ideas to

cupboards to create warmth and texture in the

renovate your kitchen. Look at the various kitchen

aesthetic of this Contemporary style kitchen and

cabinet and fixtures options.

imbue the space with a timeless and classic
essence while the Gessolini sheen finish for the
upper cupboards and back panels perfectly
complements the colour and sheen of the ‘ice
snow’ benchtop and acts as the perfect smooth,
contemporary exterior.

CAESARSTONE BENCHTOP
The elegant, strong and durable quartz-surface

Visit our kitchen showroom in Melbourne to look at

Caesarstone benchtop in the colour ‘ice snow’ is

the various options. Call us now to make your

scratch,,mould resistant and non-porous. This

kitchen look great with affordable solutions.

modern benchtop creates a sleek aesthetic look
to the kitchen while minimizing maintenance.

VESTAL SOLUTIONS
472 Whitehorse Road
Mitcham VIC 3132

03 8838 0437

info@vestalsolutions.com.au

